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Abstract — Internet of things (IoT) is a new paradigm merging with the social networks, allowing information sharing between smart people and smart devices. It is also intended for ubiquitous connectivity among various entities or things through Internet. However security and privacy issues are great challenges for IoT. The heterogeneous technologies, intrinsic vulnerabilities of IoT devices, lack of designed IoT standards welcomes the cyber attacks. The main goals of this analytical study are to bring the various security challenges & issues on different layers of IoT architecture and their possible solutions. Also provide a taxonomic presentation of the main three layers IoT system model with their protocol stack. As a result, we highlight the most challenging security issues and their mitigation with some future research directions.

Index Terms — Data privacy, attack, Cloud computing security, content protection, data hiding, data privacy, firewall security.

1 INTRODUCTION

INTERNET of Things (IoT) is one of the key components of digital and transformation of digital world along with Social, Mobile, Analytics and Cloud (SMAC). It is otherwise called as Internet of Everything or Industrial IoT. IoT, Big Data and SMAC can helps as a numerous possibilities that were unheard earlier. It takes the absolute center stage for the product vendors, system integrators, software companies and IT sector companies. Today’s Industry analysts says, there will be around 26 billion devices on the IoT(Cisco estimate 50 billion) by the end of 2020 and the data exchange will be 40 Zettabytes over the networks[1]. According to the McKinsey Global Institute, IoT market will have a potential impact of $3.9tn- $11.1tn per year by 2025 over various applications i.e. smart cities, smart industries, home, offices, retail environments, worksites, human health, logistic& navigation, and smart vehicles[2]. The abstract level of IoT model contains various physical devices, or sensors i.e. controllable sensors, RFID (Radio Frequency Identifications), IoT getaways, web servers [3] as depicted in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Abstract level of three layer architecture of IoT](image)

The term “things” from IoT comprises both the physical world (physical events, objects, behaviors, and tendencies) and cyber world (cyber events, actions, entities, and solutions) [4]. IoT brings up many challenges and holds much promise i.e. the data generated, stored or transmitted through IoT devices, so many security issues & privacy of the users can have serious consequences. Every challenge to the IoT system must be secured, controllable and privacy to the smart users, only when the IoT systems are built up with security. The general architecture of an IoT system is divided with three layers i.e. i) Physical layer/Perception Layer, ii) Network Layer & iii) Application Layer. The three layer architecture of IoT system is depicted in Figure 1. The deployment process involves various technologies i.e. WSNs, RFID, Bluetooth, NFC [5], IP, EPC (electronic product code), Wi-Fi & various actuators [6]. The intelligent and smart applications of IoT interconnected devices helps personal as well as economic benefits to the society[7]. In this paper we discussed the different levels of IoT system as well as the protocol stack of IoT system, security challenges & vulnerabilities of various underlying techniques. Section 2 represents the security issues on IoT with their challenges, & study some security related works under Section 3. IoT Reference model described under Section 4 and IoT protocol stack presentation is in Section 5. Different types of attacks in IoT system model are presented in Section 6 and different layer attacks with their possible solutions are presented in Section 7. Finally we summarize the content to give a clear picture of ongoing security issues, challenges and their possible solutions.

2. Security Issues on IoT

In IoT many sensor devices and smart peoples are connected with each other through Internet to provide services at anytime, anywhere, and any types of services. IoT also provide services at any business, anybody, any one, any context, any device, anything, any path and any Network. Owing to the wide range of impact on daily life, all the sensor devices are connected through Internet and all are also
vulnerable to all privacy and security issues like authenticity, confidentiality and integrity tec. Security in the field of Information Technology (IT) [8-10] considers three features: confidentiality, integrity, and availability as the prime objectives and are called as CIA triad [11]. Security is defined as a process by which unauthorized access to the system state is prevented and thus the privacy is not compromised. Confidentiality refers to the secrecy of data, whereas integrity confirms that the data is not changed in transmission [12][13]. Further, availability provides the smooth transmission of data whenever it is required. In a secure network some of the required capabilities are:

i. Data Authentication: The sensed data & related information collected from secured, authenticated devices must be followed some technical mechanism & allow to transmit.

ii. Resilience to attacks: During data transmission if the system crashes, it should be automatically recover itself as same data uses in different domain. A cloud server must be protect smartly & intelligently himself from an intruders or eavesdropper.

iii. Client Privacy: At client side, the used data & information must be secure and safe. Personal data should be accessed by privately through the authorized person and maintain the privacy. The private data should be protected i.e. no irrelevant authenticated user or other types of client can’t be access the private data from the client.

iv. Access control: Only authenticated and authorized person can access the control. The general user can access the system by providing user name and password & their access rights, which will be controlled by the system administrator. Different user can access the specific portion of the database or programs to smoothen running the system.

Security issues are divided into different sub-categories, viz., data confidentiality, monitoring and tracing of activities, avoidance of malicious insiders, hijacking of services or processes including phishing, lack of transparency into providers’ service provisions and procedure environments, fraudulent activities and exploitation, management of multi-instance in multi-tenancy etc. [14][15]. Moreover, probability of attack through side channel, escaping the sandboxed environment, can access the virtual machine and hence unauthorized or spoofed access to the host are also a possibility [16-18]. Encryption techniques are also the most important tool in providing multidimensional security services for IoT [19].

2.1 IoT Security Issue Challenges

In IoT mostly, application data are person concern, industrial and enterprise. These application data must be secured and confidentrial against any kind of theft and tampering [20]. The biggest challenging factor in IoT is security. Security is a concern where data is securely transmitted over the communication channel in the network. The IoT improve the communication between devices but still there are so many issues for time (response time), scalability, and availability. IoT incorporate transparently and seamlessly a large number of different and heterogeneous end system, while providing open access to selected subsets of data for the development of a plethora of digital services. It happens due to extremely large variety of devices and link layer technology. In IoT though machine to machine technology is the first phase, but it enables new applications and to bridge diverse technology by connecting physical objects together in support of intelligent decisions. Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) has defined ten top security issues associated with IoT devices i.e i) Insecure network services, ii) Insecure web interface, iii) Insufficient authentication or authorization, iv) Lack of transport encryption, v) Privacy concern, vi) Insecure cloud interface, vii) Insecure mobile interface, viii) Insufficient security configuration, ix) Insecure software or firmware and x) Poor physical security[21].

Among different security challenges, the important and most challenges are:

1. Data Privacy & Security: While transmitting data seamlessly, data must be secure from theft and hide from the hackers.
2. Insurance Concerns: The insurance companies installing IoT devices on any application oriented a device which collects data to take decisions about insurance.
3. Technical Concern: Due to excess use of IoT devices, the traffic generated by these devices is also increasing. So it must need a larger network capacity, which requires storing the huge amount of data for analysis and store.
4. Lack of common Standard: Since there are many standards for IoT devices and many IoT companies, authorized and unauthorized devices connected to the IoT system are most challenging factor.
5. Security attacks and System Vulnerability: IoT system mainly focus on different security challenges, to design proper guideline for security of a network and different security frameworks i.e. system security. To handle IoT applications we require application security and network security helps in securing IoT communication network for communication of different IoT devices.

3. Related Work

Mario Frustaci et al. [21] describe the order on IoT security in the different layers of IoT. The authors taxonomically analyze the three key layers of IoT system model i.e perception (Physical layer), transportation (Network layer) and application levels (Application layer). Their approach represents a fertile ground to overcome the cyber threats. The main goal is how security will be provided to support the IoT paradigm. Due to limited resources and technological heterogeneity these strategies’ and generic policy must be redesigned to address the IoT. Shivang vashi et. al. [22] also finds the security problem in IoT layers (three main layers i.e perception, transport and application). The main problem in perception layer includes leakage of information’s, terminal virus, tampering and copying etc. The network content security hackers process, illegal authorizations are the main challenges in transport layer. This transport layer also describe some security i.e. cyber, sinkhole, sleep deprivation, dos and man in the middle. But application layer guarantee the integral, controllability and authenticity of the data. This layer also focus on malicious code injections, DoS, Spear phishing, Sniffing etc.
Kiwoony Kwon et al. [23] deals with some security issues as well as performances of IoT. In this paper the authors proposed an Oliot-Discovery Service(DS) for the purpose of security this intra-approach describe fine-grained access contra model followed by two layer stage model. The Intra-DS mainly provides three services i.e access control, main storage and cache services. The access control service chek’s the user authentication data of things in main storage services. But in cache service maintain both access control & main storage services, which also query about the exiting data and back-end database for cache misses. Oliot-Discovery Service prevents unauthorized access and provides durability against many operations. V. Kherechenko et al. [24] focused on the security issues in smart business center(SBC).In this paper the author mainly focus on reliability & security at different levels i.e. Communication several level and SBC sub system. The author also relates this technical condition of SBC network’s component with the Marker’s Model. Finally they analyzed the statistics of failures of S/W & H/W with protective against hacker attacks as well as high security. The authors also developed a model which provides the reliability to the user and safety to the SBC hardware. Kozlov et al. in [25] describe in their survey, about the new threats for the security issues at different levels of IoT architecture. The author analyzes the high level threat selection by considering application domains and many scenarios i.e. mobile apps, smart energy, smart home, and road transportation. Mainly the authors focus on the energy issues as well as the threats at the lowest level of IoT. Lastly they elaborate the private & security area through EU legislation (one individual can control all the levels of the architecture, if he/she get the data & information).

4. IoT Reference Model

The reference model of IoT can be represented by seven levels. The levels are:
1. Physical devices & controllers(The ‘things’ in intelligent engineering)
2. Connectivity (communication & processing unit)
3. Edge computing(Data element analysis & transformation)
4. Data accumulation(Storage)
5. Data abstraction(Aggregation & access)
6. Application(Reporting& analysis control)
7. Collaboration & processes(Involving people & business processes)

Broadly different levels of an IoT system can be described as:
Level-1: IoT system has a single device that performs sensing and/or actuation, performs analysis stores data and host the applications. These levels are suitable for modeling low complexity and low cost solutions where the data is medium and analysis requirements are computationally extensive. Mostly these are used in home automation. A level-2: IoT system has same as level-1 IoT system but it included local analysis. Data stored at the cloud and application is usually cloud-based. These systems are more suitable for solution where the data involved is big and the requirement is same as level-1 IoT. Mostly these are used in smart irrigation. But in Level-3 IoT system has same as level-1 and 2 but data can be stored and analyzed in cloud and cloud-based applications.

These system levels are involved in big data analysis and computationally intensive requirements as depicted in Figure 2. level-4 IoT system has multiple nodes that perform local analysis, i.e. cloud-based application where data’s are stored in the cloud and observer nodes (not performing any control functions). The observer node can subscribe to and receive information collected in the cloud from the IoT devices and also process information. These are more applicable for big data, and used in requirements are computationally intensive with requirement of multiple nodes. Mostly we used these levels for noise monitoring. Level-5 IoT system has multiple nodes with one coordinator node which collects data from the end nodes and sends to the cloud. The end node helps in sensing and/or actuation. These are mainly implemented in forest fire detection. Data are stored, analyzed in the cloud database and applications are cloud-based as in level-4. These level-5 systems data are big and requirement analyses are computationally intensive.

But in level-6 IoT system has multiple independent end nodes that perform sensing and/or actuation and data sends to the cloud. Data are stored in the cloud (cloud database) and supports cloud-based applications as depicted in Figure 3. In Level-7, the results are visualized with the cloud-based application. The centralized controller is aware to all end nodes and sends control commands to the nodes. Mostly these are used in weather monitoring. The end node contains various sensors i.e. temperature, pressure and humidity. These end nodes send the data to the cloud in real-time using a Web Socket service. The data analyses are done in the cloud by using cloud database. To make a prediction we aggregate the data in a cloud-based application which are visualized in the cloud-database.
5. A Protocol Stack for the IoT

Currently, in Internet network all the security and communication related problems are solved using IoT based application developed by some standardized bodies like Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)[26] and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)[27,28]. The standardized IoT protocol stacks are depicted in Figure 4. Different layers of protocol stacks with their protocols are:

5.1 Physical/Link Layer: Like IEEE 802.11 (WAN), IEEE 802.15.4 is a standard wireless communication, which defines the physical (PHY) as well as Logical layer (MAC) Medium access control layer. 802.15 groups specify a group of wireless personal area (WPANs) networks for different applications [29]. It focuses on communication between low resources like power, memory & bandwidth, with constrained environment devices.

5.2 Network layer: In IEEE 802.15.4 allows larger IPv6 packets through 6LoWPAN (Low power wireless personal area network). Without 6LoWPAN IPv6, an Internet protocol doesn’t work on LoWPAN. It controlled by Internet engineering task forces (IETE) and defines many open standard protocols i.e. UDP, TCP & HTTP. IPv6 helps in packet encapsulation, packet fragmentation, header compression & reassembly the fragmented packets to recreate the original IPv6 packets. Finally link layer forwards the packets to transport layer.

5.3 Transport Layer: In transport layer TCP is used for Internet and UDP is used for gaming and video streaming. Most IoT scenarios are well suited for UDP, which is lighter than TCP. UDP is much faster, connection protocol and guaranteed packet delivery. Header size of UDP is much smaller than TCP. In IoT protocols i.e. CoAP higher level application layer uses UDP instead TCP.

5.4 IoT Convergence Protocols in Application Layer: In IoT, to convey the contained information the convergence protocol supports information exchange in one domain to another domain [35]. Generally there are two types of data exchange protocol architectures are available in IoT i.e. broker based (message centric) and bus based (data centric). In broker based architecture, the broker controls the information distribution i.e. information store, filters and forwards, prioritizes publish, transmission of message from client to subscriber and vice versa. These protocols are also called message centric protocols which helps in deliver the message to the recipients. Some of the broker based protocol (Data exchange protocol) includes:

a) AMQP- Advance Message Queuing Protocol emerged in financial field for replacing exclusive and non-comparable message systems. It helps in queuing, routing, message orientation, security and reliability. It also provides message-delivery guarantees, authentication, encryption and flow controlled.
b) CoAP- Constrained Applications Protocol: It is a client/server internet-based protocol designed for constrained devices which is similar like HTTP. It is designed for interoperability with the web and asynchronous communications. It works in the concept of peer to peer which uses UDP as its transport layer protocol making the transmission faster.
c) MQTT- Message Queue Telemetry Transport used TCP as its transport layer protocol due to its longtivity. It helps in asynchronous communications and used for two way communications over unreliable returns. Due to the data negotiation, partial interoperability between publisher and subscribers are guaranteed. For this it compress the message using an application efficient XML interchange (EXI).
d) JMS- Java Message Service API: It is an application oriented Java Enterprise Edition for create, send, receive, read and write to many clients at a time. It helps to eliminate between distributed applications and helps to separate transport layer to application layer. It also used to communicate in JMS provider. But in bus-based architecture, there is no centralized broker concept. Here clients publish their messages to the subscribers on a specific topic. These are called data centric protocols which focus on data delivered at the receiver end. Some of the bus-based protocols are: i) DDS- Data Distribution Service, ii) REST- Representational State Transfer and iii) XMPP- Extensible Messaging & Presence Protocol.

Figure 4. The standardized IoT protocol

6. Attacks and Threats in IoT system model
In IoT system model different layers of IoT are facing various attacks including active and passive attacks. The attacks can be of two types depending on their behavior in network i.e. active and passive attacks [31]. Network behaviors are
i. **Active attack**: The attacker disturbs the performance of the network by stealing the data at the time of communication in active attack.

ii. **Passive Attack**: The communications channels are observed and form its usage history the passive attacker steal the information [31].

As discussed earlier, IoT framework model can be spoken to by three principle layers for example Physical, system and application layer. Every one of these layers abridged in Figure 5, has its own innovations and some security shortcomings. The security problems of each layers are discussed with possible threats and next part of this section, we discussed the feasible solutions to that threats.

6.1 Attacks in Physical/Perception Layer
The physical layer incorporates sensors and actuators to perform estimation of temp, speeding up, mugginess and functionalities like questioning area [32]. The fundamental security dangers in physical layer are because of constrained hub assets and appropriated composed structure. The main threats are:

i. **Tampering**: These attacks generally focused on hardware components and the attacker needs to be physically present into the IoT system & continue its process to make system busy. A few models are hub altering and vindictive code infusion. In hub altering assailant can harm the sensor hub by electronically denies to get access, alter the sensitive information or physically replace the part of its hardware or entire node. But in malicious code injection, the attacker injects its malicious code physically on to a node and access to that node from that IoT system.

ii. **Impression**: Authorization/ Validation in the disseminated systems are so troublesome. So enabling malevolent hub to make a phony distinguishing proof for noxious assaults.

iii. **Denial of Service (DoS)**: Attackers adopt the finite processing ability of the nodes, to make the system unavailable.

iv. **Routing attackers (WSN, RSN)**: In the Data collection and forwarding process, intermediate malicious node modify the routing path and make the system busy.

v. **Data transit attacks (in WSN/RSN)**: Various attacks like sniffing, Man in the middle attacks on the integrity & confidentiality during data transit.

6.2 Attacks in Network & Transport Layer
System layer gives universal access condition to the physical layer. It get the information from physical layer and transmit...
the assembled data to a specific data framework through Internet or access systems [33]. The important security threats are:

i. Routing attacks: during the data collection & forwarding process intermediate malicious nodes may modify the routing path and get system infected.

ii. DoS attacks: In network layer vulnerable attacks are due to heterogeneity and complexity of IoT networks. Exhaustion, collision and unfairness are the three important methods in DoS attacks.

iii. Data transit attacks: In core networks, during data transit, various attacks occur on the data integrity and confidentiality.

iv. Spoofed Routing information: Attackers spoof, alter or replay IP address to disturb the traffic in the networks, resulting routing loops, fake error message, and shortened routes etc.

v. Selective forwarding: A malignant or altered hub may change the IP of the traffic by dropping some message and sending others, subsequently debased. Man in the Middle attacks: When the attackers jamming to access the information for his advantage. It mainly contains three types of attacks like:

vi. a) Eavesdropping: It’s a passive attack, where attacker can access the communication channel & alter the received packets and send to all.

b) Directing assault: assailants may change the steering data and make steering circle to essentially decay the nature of administrations.

c) Replay attacks: Attackers capture a signed packet & gain the trust of the destined entity by resending later to the sender. It changes the message sequence numbers &authentication code and also acts as real sender.

6.3 Attacks in Application Layer
Application layer provides the services as per request by the customers. The significance of this layer for the IoT is the capacity to give superb brilliant administrations to IoT applications. Different IoT environments can be implemented in their application layer. The Application Support Sub layer (ASS) underpins a wide range of business administrations, asset assignment, canny calculation and can be implemented through specific middleware as well as cloud computing platforms [34]. In this layer the main attacks are:

i. Data leakage: The interloper/assailants can without much of a stretch take the secret phrase or mystery information by knowing the vulnerabilities of the service or applications.

ii. DoS attacks: The interloper/attackers can demolish the accessibility of administrations or application itself. Malicious code injection: The intruder/attackers can upload their malicious code into the software applications, to get system infected and exploiting the layer vulnerable to get attacked.

7. IoT Layer attacks and their possible solutions
Sometimes active attacks/vulnerable attacks can prevent the IoT devices smartly. Prevention of IoT devices from the vulnerable attacks can be done by deploying some security constraints [39,40]. According to the behavior, different categorized attacks are:

i. Low level attack -When network is attacked by intruders and that & it's attack is not secure

b) Medium Level attack-When intruders are listening to the medium while changing the data integrity.

c) High level attack-When intruders is carried on a network & it alters the intensity as well as modify the original data)

d) Extremely High level attack -When Intruders attack on the network with the adoption of unauthorized access and doing the illicit operations leading to suspended or unavailability of networks or congestion of the network.

In 7.1 we present IoT layer protocols: issues and their solution and security threats in automation of IoT and probable mitigations are discussed in section 7.2.

7.1. IoT Layer Protocols: Issues and Their Solution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer/Level</th>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Layer</td>
<td>IEEE 802.15.4</td>
<td>Data Transit Attacks</td>
<td>AES-CCM algorithms [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BLE</td>
<td>Data Transit Attacks: header type</td>
<td>Black network solution [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wi-Fi, LTE</td>
<td>Data Transit Attacks</td>
<td>WEP, WPA2 protocols [36] EEA and EIA algorithms [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Layer</td>
<td>IPv4/IPv6</td>
<td>Threats to NDP protocol</td>
<td>SEND protocol in IPv6 [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6LoWPAN</td>
<td>Data Transit Attacks</td>
<td>Compressed DTLS [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RPL</td>
<td>Routing and DOS Attacks</td>
<td>SVELTE IDS solution [40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Layer</td>
<td>MQTT</td>
<td>Data Transit Attacks, Scalable Key management</td>
<td>Secure MQTT solution with ABE[42],Sec Kit Solution [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CoAP</td>
<td>Data Transit Attacks,</td>
<td>Litho solution [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AMQP</td>
<td>Switching, Reliability, message orientation, &amp; queuing</td>
<td>subscriber Or publisher models[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XMPP</td>
<td>gaming, multi-party chatting &amp; voice/video calling</td>
<td>client-server and server-server communication paths[43][45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DDS</td>
<td>Publish/subscribe model</td>
<td>real-time communication [44]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### 7.2. Security Threats in IoT Automation and Their Possible Mitigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Threat Type</th>
<th>Mitigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Tampering</td>
<td>Tamper-resistant packaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denial of Service</td>
<td>Spread-spectrum techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Attacks</td>
<td>Shared cryptographic &amp; Keys or routing tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impersonation</td>
<td>AES-CCM algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Routing Attacks &amp; Data Transit Attacks (e.g. in WSN, RSN)</td>
<td>WEP, WPA2 protocols, Black network solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Firmware Alteration</td>
<td>Use physical access control for update procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jamming</td>
<td>Channel surfing, priority messages, &amp; spatial retreat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radio interference</td>
<td>Delayed disclosure of keys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tampering</td>
<td>Tamper proofing, hiding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collisions</td>
<td>Error-correcting code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exhaustion</td>
<td>Rate limitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unfairness</td>
<td>Small frames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OS/Software Vulnerability</td>
<td>Educate R&amp;D people on security and conduct product test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networking (Data Processing)</td>
<td>Denial of Service</td>
<td>Traffic control, Link Authentication, Active firewalls, &amp; passive monitoring (probing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eavesdropping</td>
<td>Encryption, authorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Transit Attacks</td>
<td>Compressed DTLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Back door attack</td>
<td>At entry point in all system must be properly configured firewalls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Engineering</td>
<td>Awareness about security &amp; its mechanism to the employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exhaustion</td>
<td>Traffic monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malware</td>
<td>Malware detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>De-synchronization</td>
<td>Authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flooding</td>
<td>Client puzzles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Worm-hole, black hole</td>
<td>Authorizations, monitoring redundancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homing</td>
<td>Encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Misdirection</td>
<td>Authorization, Egress filtering, &amp; monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phishing or Pharming</td>
<td>Using SSL to assure genuineness of displayed sites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Wiretapping</td>
<td>Protect communication via IPSEC, SSL/TLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Level</td>
<td>Client app.</td>
<td>Anti-virus filtering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Leakage</td>
<td>Lithe solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DoS Attacks</td>
<td>Secure MQTT solution with ABE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malicious Code Injection</td>
<td>Used virus protected S/W and handled the new vulnerabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comm. channel</td>
<td>Authorization, Proper authentication &amp; Integrity verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrity, Multi-user access</td>
<td>Testing, planning and process design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modifications</td>
<td>Validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data access</td>
<td>Traceability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User Impersonation</td>
<td>Using memory card, as a certificate mechanism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Device Impersonation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overwhelm</td>
<td>Rate-limiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reprogram</td>
<td>Authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service Interruption</td>
<td>Control access mechanism through network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Alteration</td>
<td>Introducing certificate &amp; access control mechanism.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.3. Solving the security challenges in Device level

In designing phase of products the security aspect should be incorporated. The security aspect can be introduced in operating system level and it should be extended through the device stack to the implemented applications and having hardware security capabilities. Generally IoT devices are having 70% security threat and 25% security aspect concerns per device as depicted in Figure 5. As many IoT devices are not designed with security concern in mind it leads to susceptibility and configuration management problem. Figure 6 depicts about the organization's controls for controlling IoT devices.

8. Conclusion

Now a day’s IoT seems to be unbeatable and the overwhelming use of smart devices cannot be reversible. Unless and until the security issues are addressed, organizations need to be vigilant, putting appropriate controls, ensuring security risks against the applications and focus on IoT devices those are performing well and who are connected to their networks. The main idea behind this paper is to highlight the security issues & their challenges to the different layers of IoT and deliberating the security concern in various protocols and their possible corrective measures. IoT devices became soft targets as they are deprived of security mechanisms. Security mechanisms should be incorporated to all IoT related devices along with the communication networks. To protect from intruders or threats, we should have used default password & for first time user, install all the security enabled requirements for all the smart devices.
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